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Questions

Motivation:
I Empirical: little is known about the features of factor service trade that

are inconsistent with the HOV theorem
(exception: Leontief paradox – US exports too much labor and too
little capital; no longer a paradox)

I Policy: trade in factor services has important implications on sectoral
employment, wage and return to capital.

Goal: to show that HOV theorem is rejected because factor service
trade departs from its endowments-based prediction in systematic and
informative ways
a. common technology b. no nontradable goods c. common
preference
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Testing the HOV Theorem

Countries: c = 1, 2..., C, World: w, Factors f = 1, 2, ..., F

Factor content of net exports

Ffc = Vfc − scVfw

I Vfc country c’s endowment of factor f
I sc = (Yc −Bc)/Yw the consumption share of country c, Bc is the

trade balance

HOV: Export service of f if Vfc/Vfw > sc
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Data

1983 data from 33 countries

9 factors: capital cropland, pasture and six types of labor –
professional and technical workers, clerical workers, sales workers,
service workers, agriculture workers and production transport and
unskilled workers

As in most HO models, assuming common technology across
countries: (F1c, ..., FFc)′ = ATc

I Tc the vector of net commodity exports
I A the “technology matrix” (the amount of each factor needed to

produce one unit of each commodity: 1983 U.S. input-output table,
1982 industry censuses and 1983 annual survey of manufactures

I should be (F1c, ..., FFc)′ = AcTc. see later.
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First Look
εfc = Ffc − (Vfc − scVfw)

correlation =0.28

sign test: sign(Ffc) = sign(Vfc − scVfw). However, only 49% – as good as
a coin toss

“the case of missing trade” Ffc = 0
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F I G U R ~1. PLOTOF sl,= F/, -

observations far from the origin were trun- 
cated, but all of these lie close to the F,, = 0 
line). In absolute values, factor service trade 
is much smaller than its factor-endowments 
prediction. I call this phenomenon "the case 
of the missing trade." A similar phenomenon 
appears in the Bowen et al. (1987) data for 
1966- 1967. 

Further patterns in the deviations from HOV 
appear when the data are examined by coun- 
try. The left panel of Figure 2 displays the 
number of negative deviations (zfc < 0) per 
country. With nine factors this number lies 
between 0 and 9. Countries are sorted by 
purchasing-power-parity (PPP) adjusted per 
capita GDP from the Penn World Tables. Poor 
countries tend to have negative deviations, and 
rich countries tend to have positive deviations. 
The correlation of the number of negative de- 
viations per country with per capita GDP is 
0.87. Since F,, is typically "small," results 
about cf( = Ffc- (Vfc - S, VfN) are likely to 
be reflected in V,, - s,Vfw.The right panel of 
Figure 2 displays the number of abundant fac- 
tors per country. Rich countries tend to be 
scarce in most factors, and poor countries 
tend to be abundant in all factors. The cor- 
relation with per capita GDP is -0.89. I call 

(Vi, - S, V,) AGAINST S, V,Vk -

this phenomenon "the endowments para- 
dox." It appears in the Leontief (1953) data 
for 1947 (recall that Leamer [I9801 showed 
the United States to be scarce in both labor 
and capital), in the Bowen et al. (1987) data 
for 1966- 1967, in the Leamer (1984) data 
for 1958 and 1975, and in the Maskus (199 1) 
data for 1984. It may also underpin Staiger's 
(1988) observation that country-specific de- 
viations from the HOV theorem are corre- 
lated with country-specific data on endow- 
ments and size. 

Ranking factors in order of abundance for 
country c.  the HOV theorem may be illus- 
trated as in Figure 3. Note that s, puts a break 
in the Vanek chain that distinguishes scarce 
imported factors from abundant exported fac- 
tors. Figure 2 shows that s, often lies either 
to the extreme right or extreme left of this 
ranking, thus undermining the HOV theorem. 
This is illustrated in Figure 3 where LDC and 
DC denote poor and rich countries, respec- 
tively. There are two explanations for this: 
trade imbalances and omitted factors. This 
follows from the relationship Xf w,,(Vf, -

s,Vt,) = B, where wf , is the price of factor f 
in country c . Hence, if there were no omitted 
factors and B, = 0, then country c could not 
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Factor Abundance by Country

Poor countries tend to have negative deviations

Poor countries tend to be abundant in all factors: correlation 0.89
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be abundant or scarce in all factors. The pat- 
tern of Figure 2 would occur if rich countries 
ran trade deficits (B, < 0) and poor countries 
ran trade surpluses (B, > 0).  If anything, the 
opposite is true: the rank correlation of B, 
with per capita GDP is 0.14. Thus, unless 
there are omitted factors that are scarce in 
poor countries, the pattern in the right panel 
of Figure 2 is inconsistent with the spirit and 
the letter of a theory whose cornerstone is fac- 
tor abundance. 

111. Economically Meaningful Alternative 
Hypotheses: Technology 

It remains to search for economically mean- 
ingful alternatives to the HOV theorem that 
can account for the case of the missing trade 
and the endowments paradox. In this section I 
consider alternatives that modify the technol- 
ogy assumptions of the HOV theorem; in the 

next I consider alternatives that modify the 
consumption assumptions. 

A. Theory 

LetJ;, be the production function for good i 
in country c .  Let a. be a typical F X 1 column 
of the technology matrix A, giving the 
amounts of each factor needed to produce one 
unit of good i. By definition, J;,(ai,) = 1. 
I assume that international technology dif- 
ferences (the c subscript in J,.) are factor-
augmenting. That is, &(aic) = J (II,a,,) for 
some internationally common production 
functions J; and diagonal matrices II, = 

diag (T~, ,  . . . , T,) . Since J (II,a,) = 1, the 
larger an element of II,, the smaller is 
the corresponding element of a,. In other 
words, larger II,'s correspond to fewer in- 
puts per unit of output or greater productiv- 
ity. Without loss of generality nusis taken 
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Vanek Chain
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4-

4 < / V , ,  < < 51yw < y+,,iq+lw< < V,,/VP, 

scarce factors tmported - 1  s, I- abundant factors exported -r 

4--I SLK I . 
4 I S~~ I--' 

F I C C R ~3. FACTORABUYDANCEAWD SCARCITY 

to be the identity matrix so that rfcis the 
productivity of factor f i n  country c relative 
to U.S. productivity. 

Let w,, be the price of factor f i n  country c 
and w, = (w,,, . . . , w,, ) ', where a prime de- 
notes matrix transposition. If U.K. labor were 
half as productive as U.S. labor ( r , ,. = i), 
then one wouId expect U.K. wages to be half 
of U.S. wages: W L  1rK = 7TL,".W~ More gen- 
erally, assume wf, = r f ,wf l ror, in matrix no- 
tation, w, = II,w,,. Support for this variant of 
factor price equalization is the main result in 
Trefler (1993). 

Assuming that all goods are produced in all 
countries, that product prices are the same in- 
ternationally, and that profits are zero, it fol- 
lows that unit costs are the same internation- 
ally: cIU,(wUs)= c,,(w, ) . Differentiating with 
respect to wUr,yields A,,,(w,,) = n,A, (w,) .2 

Thus, given knowledge of I I ,  and U.S. data, 
one can infer A,(w,) = n;'Au,(wUr) even if 
neither A, nor w, is observed. This fact allows 
me to place the discussion of factor prices 
in the background and to simply assume 
A", = H,A,. 

Under this assumption the HOV equation 
(1) is replaced by 

where F:S = (Fy: ,  . . . , Fy,")' = A,;,T, is 
the factor content of country c's net exports 

'To see this, note that a~, ,(w,)/aw,= ah(w,) where a 
pnme denotes matnx transposttion Differentiat~ng 
cZLS(w,,,)= c,,(w,) wtth respect to the vector w,,, yields 
a,'r5(wu.,) = ag(w,)aw,/aw,, = al(w,)n,  Transpostng, 
a,,,,(w, ,) = n,a,,(w,) Since a,, is a column of A,, 
A,,\(w, s) = nlAI(w<),as required 

when calculated using U.S. technology.' 
F:',SInf,answers the important policy ques- 
tion about the quantity of domestic factors 
embodied in trade had imports been pro- 
duced domestically. 

A problem with equation (3) is that it has 
as many parameters as observations (FC) 
and so necessarily fits the data perfectly (i.e., 
it cannot be tested against the HOV equa- 
tion). One approach to overfitting restricts 
the way the rf ,vary across factors: q,= 6, 
for all f and c .  The 6, are Hicks-neutral 
factor-augmenting productivity measures. 
This yields 

where S,, = 1 .  
A second approach restricts the way the 

r,, vary across countries. The extreme re- 
striction that r,, = & for all f and c (except 
rfus= 1) performs poorly empirically. An 
alternative is to divide the countries in the 
sample into two groups: poor countries that 
share one set of nonneutrality parameters 
and rich countries that share a different set 
of nonneutrality parameters. For example, 
this allows the French capital-labor ratio 
in agriculture to be similar to the corre-
sponding German ratio and different from 
the Bangladeshi ratio. Let CDcbe the set of 
rich countries. This includes the United 
States with its r,,, = 1 so that r,, = 1 for 
c E CDc.Let CLDcbe the set of poor coun- 
tries: they share a common rf,so that rf ,= 
c$ffor c E CLDC. 

A third approach combines the neutral (6,) 
and nonneutral (4 f )technology differences: 
rfc= dc4, for c E CLDc, r f ,  = b,  for 

'The proof of equatton (3) IS as follows Let Q, and C, 
be vectors of production and consumptton, respecttvely, 
let V, = (V,,, , V,,)', and define Q, = 8, Q,, C, = 
Z, C,, and V, = Z, V, By defin~tton, T,= Q - C, so 
that Fj' = A,,(Q, - C,) From preference homothet~c~ty 
and world goods-market equ~libnum C, = s,C, = r,Q, so 
that FI' = A,,(Q, - s,Q,) A, = n-'A,, and factor- 
market cleartng, A,Q, = V, , ~mplyA,,Q, = n,V,  and 
A, ,Qw = El nlVl so that Fj" = n,V,  - S, Z, QV, T h ~ s  
last IS  the matrlx counterpart of equation (3) 

Possible explanations:

Trade imbalances: rich countries have trade deficit; poor countries
have trade surplus – counterfactual

omitted cross-country differences: Technology; investment and
nontradable goods; preference
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Alternative Explanations I: Technology

different technology wfc = πfcwfUS

assuming that all gods are produced in all countries, unit costs are
equalized: ciUS(wUS) = cic(wc)

Optimal factor input for producing one good:
AUS(wUS) = ΠcAc(wc)⇒ Ac(wc) = Π−1

c AUS(wUS)

Amended HOV equation FUS
fc = πfcVfc − sc

∑
j πfjVfj
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Two options for testing international tech
differences

FUS
fc = πfcVfc − sc

∑
j

πfjVfj

problem: exact same number of equations and unknows: FC – cannot
be tested

two restrictions:
I πfc = δc
I πfc = δcφf if LDC, otherwise δc
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Testing international tech differences
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TABLE2-ESTIMATESOF 6, FOR 1983 

T I  Tz 

Y~~ Y L J ~  6, t 6, t 
Countrv (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) 

Bangladesh 
Pakistan 
Indonesia 
Sri Lanka 
Thailand 
Colombia 
Panama 
Yugoslavia 
Portugal 
Uruguay 
Greece 
Ireland 
Spain 
Israel 
Hong Kong 
New Zealand 
Austria 
Singapore 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
Japan 
Belgium 
Trinidad 
Netherlands 
Finland 
Denmark 
West Germany 
France 
Sweden 
Norway 
Switzerland 
Canada 
United States 

p(6,, Y,): 

Notes: Here, t is the asymptotic t statistic for the null hypothesis that 6, = 1. T I  and T, 
indicate the restricted (4, = 1) and unrestricted estimates, respectively, of equation (6): y, 
is per capita GDP; p(6,, y,) is the correlation of 6, with y, . The line in column (iv) separates 
c E C,, from c E C,. 

GDP to be 78 percent of U.S. per capita 
GDP (yGER/yUS = 0.78). AS expected, the 
6,'s are highly correlated with y,, a remark- 
able 0.91. A related observation is used by 
Trefler (1993) in discussing international 
wage differences. 

Table 3 reports the estimated +f "s under hy- 
pothesis T,. They are reasonable in three 
senses. First, all are positive as required by the 
theory. Second, let af,, be the amount of factor 

f needed to produce one unit of good i in coun- 
try c. Then, for example, aKic/aLic is the 
capital-labor ratio in industry i. One expects 
rich countries to use relatively capital-inten- 
sive techniques, that is, 

for all i and f (f * K) . Under hypothesis T, , 
+fthis reduces to 4 ,  > for all f (f * 
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Testing international tech differences
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Factor 

Capital 
Labor 

Professional and technical 
Clerical 
Sales 
Service 
Agriculture 
Production and transport 

Land 
Cropland 
Pasture 

Notes: Here, r is the asymptotic t statistic for the hypoth- 
esis = 1. T,indicates the unrestricted estimates of equa- 
tion (6). It allows for neutral (6,) and nonneutral (+/)tech- 
nology differences. 

K) .7 AS indicated in Table 3, the estimated 4f's 
satisfy this condition. Third, one expects rich 
countries to be more productive (use less factors 
per unit of output) than poor countries: aft , ,  < 
a f r . ~ ~for all i andf.Under hypothesis T, thls is 
equivalent to dDc > dLDc+ for all f. From 
Table 2 the largest value of S L ,  is 0.29, and 
from Table 3 the largest value of 4f is 1.89, so 
that the condition is 6 ,  > 0.55. The 4f's are 
reasonable in that this condition is satisfied for 
the richest countries in the sample. Not all the 
4f are sensible. In particular, it is not clear why 
clerical labor and cropland have such large 4f's. 

The international-technology-differences 
model not only does well fitting the data for 
1983, it also does well fitting the Bowen et al. 
(1987) data for 1966- 1967. I estimated T ,  
using exactly the same methodology as for 
1983, except that the choice of countries was 
dictated by the Bowen et al. data. There are 
9 X 27 = 243 observations. The results appear 
in column (ii) of Table 4. As in 1983, the 6, 
all lie between zero and unity, and the corre- 
lation of 6, with per capita GDP is a high 0.76. 

Bowen et al. (1987) also investigated T ,  but 
found that it performed poorly. For a related hy- 

' The assumption that A,,, = &A, may be rewntten as 
nocADc = nLorALDcor Tjxafi = T/LDcafi Under 
hypothesis T2,t h ~ s  reduces to &afi ,,, = 6LD,+ia,,,,, so 
that DL lafiDC (+K/+I)~K~= LDC /afiLDC 

pothesis, their estimated values of 6, were poor: 
only three were between 0 and 1, and the range 
was (-174, 19). This led Bowen et al. to con- 
clude that "The Heckscher-Ohlin model does 
poorly, but we do not have anything that does 
better" (p. 805). This contrasts sharply with my 
estimates and conclusions. The difference is pri- 
marily related to an implementation problem in 
Bowen et al.'s paper. They estimated variants 
of 

when they should have estimated variants of 

[i.e., my equation (4)jn8 

IV. Economically Meaningful Alternative 

Hypotheses: Consumption 


In this section, 1 consider three alternatives 
to the HOV consumption assumption, two of 
which are suggested by the missing trade and 
endowments paradox. Throughout, let C ,  and 
Q, be the vectors of consumption and produc- 
tion in country c ,  respectively, and define 
world values C ,  = C, C, and Q ,  = C, Q,.  The 
HOV homothetic-consumption assumption 
implies that C, = s,C,. 

A. Investment, Services, and Nontradables 

The endowments paradox states that poor 
countries are abundant in most factors and 
rich countries are scarce in most factors. Let 
sLDc and sDc be representative consumption 
shares for poor and rich countries, respectively. 
As illustrated in Figure 3, the endowments 
paradox states that sLDc is far left on the 
Vanek chain and sDcis far right. Let PCdenote 
the "true" consumption share and suppose 

More precisely, Bowen et al.'s (1987) H2 corresponds 
to my T,,and the problem can be seen by plugging in their 
parameter restrictions for H2 (from their table 4) into their 
equation (14). The problem spills over only to H3, their 
preferred hypothesis, which underlies the above quotation 
and estimates of 6,. 
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Alternative Explanations II and III:
Investment/Services and Home Bias

Investment/Services:

Ffc = Vfc − βcVfw + µfc

βc is the true consumption share after controlling for investment /
nontradable goods

Armington Home Bias:

Ffc = Vfc − sc[(1− α∗c)
Yw

Yc
Vfc + α∗cVfw] + µfc

Home bias: α < 1 (examples: transport cost, tariff)
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Investment/Services and Home Bias1040 THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC REVIEW DECEMBER 1995 

TABLE5-ESTIMATES PARAME~ERSOF C ~ N S U M P ~ I O N  PCAND ff? 

c, c2 TCI 

P,.ls, t f f f  t f f f  t 
Country (1) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) 

Bangladesh 
Pakistan 
Indonesia 
Sri Lanka 
Thailand 
Colombia 
Panama 
Yugoslavia 
Portugal 
Uruguay 
Greece 
Ireland 
Spain 
Israel 
Hong Kong 
New Zealand 
Austria 
Singapore 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
Japan 
Belgium 
Trinidad 
Netherlands 
Finland 
Denmark 
West Germany 
France 
Sweden 
Norway 
Switzerland 
Canada 
United States 

Notes: In this table, t is the t statistic for the null hypothesis that P, Is, = 1 or the null hypothesis that a? = 1. C, is the 
investment equation (7), C, indicates the Armington equations (lo)-(] I), below, and TC2 indicates the Armington plus 
technology differences equations (12)-(13), below. 

** Coefficient is statistically negative at the I-percent significance level. 

and C, as merchandise goods. Then pDc < sDc relation between P,ls, and per capita GDP 
because, empirically, rich countries devote (-0.77). As is apparent from the table, 
proportionately more of their income to ser- SLDC < PLDCand PD, <sDc,exactly as required 
vices and less of their income to merchandise to eliminate the endowments paradox. Such 
goods (i.e., income [sDc]overstates merchan- good parameter estimates are satisfying, but sur- 
dise goods consumption [P,,]). A similar prisingly the model barely outperforms the HOV 
argument can be made for Z, interpreted as model. (The Schwarz criterion is -1,006, com- 
nontradables. pared to -1,007 for the HOV theorem. See the 

Column (i) of Table 5 reports the OLS es- row for C , in Table 1 .) It is thus clear that a large 
timates of equation (7). For ease of interpre- class of models-which include investment, 
tation, I report p, Is, and the t statistics for the services, and nontradables-offer only limited 
hypothesis P,ls, = 1. I also sort countries by insights into the poor performance of the HOV 
per capita GDP to highlight the negative cor- theorem. This is surprising because the hypoth- 
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